
Covid Protocols


Together with Mace Safety Solutions — we have gone through all our race aspects and will be 
taking the following steps to create a safe race village for our runners:


1. Please arrive with three NB things! Your mask/buff, your signed Covid declaration form and 
your sense of humour. These are a must in order to make this the best weekend of all time.


2. On arrival we will be doing a COVID screening where we will receive your preprinted form 	
and will be doing a temperature check. If you’re a HOT CHICK and anything is out of the 
ordinary we will have rapid COVID tests on standby. Should your result come back positive we 
cannot allow you into the race village.


3. Oxpecker buff — all runners will be receiving a limited edition Oxpecker buff in your goodie 
bag to use throughout the event. This will be your mask for the duration of the weekend. It can 
be dropped to your neck or wrist for the run but in the race village please wear your mask at 
all times.


4. Meal bands — you will be allocated a meal band of a certain colour which will mean we will 
have set meal times per colour. Your meal band will only be known on arrival so please refrain 
from emailing us asking which colour you are. The delicious food will be done by Capitol 
Caterers and they have vast experience of working with food and serving food through Covid. 
Please keep to safe distancing when eating meals too.


5. Sanitising and hygiene — We have partnered with Merdian Hygiene and will be doing regular 
sanitising in most areas such as dining area and ablutions. Please sanitise when prompted to 
do so.


6. Medical centre —Should at any point you not be feeling well, we have a 24 hour medical 
centre which you can use.


7. Tents — Our campsites are separated to allow for social distancing. There is a safe distance 
between each tent as well as separated ablutions per campsite.


8. Waterpoints — together with THIRSTI water we have opted to go for bottled water for our 
water points and to try and keep our GREENNESS awareness up THIRSTI will be taking all the 
bottles by to be recycled. We highly suggest bringing along your camelback! Food will be 
served in single cases so extra care is taken.


9. Race briefing — a decision will be made closer to the time if we will be doing race briefing as 
well as stage time.


10. Sundowner trip and the stiff-legged joll — after much consideration we have decided that 
both the sundowner trip and stiff-legged joll are too much of a gathering. We have decided 
that the History talk will take place in the race village and the stiff legged joll will be replaced 
with an outdoor movie under the stars.



